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ROUND TWO INTERVIEW:  MINJEE LEE 
May 6, 2016     
  
 
Q.  With Minjee Lee after a disappointing final hole, but all in all you did well.  (No 
microphone.)  
 
MINJEE LEE:  I think the wind direction was a little bit different.  I feel like I had more 
maybe crosswinds and not as many downwind holes or into-the-wind holes, so it makes 
it a little more trickier, but, yeah, all in all I think I played pretty solid.   
 
Q.  These greens and these fairways, there’s so much undulations, it’s almost like 
target golf out there.  How tough is it and how mandatory is it to stay patient out 
there?   
 
MINJEE LEE:  Yeah, definitely in these conditions I think being patient is very 
important.  But yeah, I mean, it's not just like your shots, it's also on the putting green.  
You can miss a whole lot and you can make a whole lot, so just being patient.   
 
Q.  The tee shot on 17, a good break with the shot.  You had a chance to get there 
in two and you are second on the LPGA in eagles made this year.  What went into 
the decision on that shot?  
 
MINJEE LEE:  Actually, we thought it was going to be further back because I hit my 
6-iron and we just wanted to carry that bunker on the left, but no, it took a huge bounce 
and I wasn't expecting it to go that far.  Yeah, I had a (no microphone) to pitch in, but 
yeah, I'm happy with that.  
 
Q.  The last hole with the bogey, did you feel you missed an opportunity on 17 
with that putt?   
 
MINJEE LEE:  No.  I hit a good putt.  I felt -- I mean, I gave it a chance to go in the hole, 
so yeah, I wasn't that disappointed with it.  Obviously, it would have been nice to make 
it.   
 
Q.  How do you feel after two days with the way this course is setting up and the 
way the weather and the wind, being 7 under at this point?   
 
MINJEE LEE:  Pretty good.  Yesterday I was in -- I think I hit it a little bit closer, so I 
could make a couple more putts.  But yeah, today I still gave myself a couple of 
chances and I made them, and despite my final hole, feel pretty good about it.   
 
Q.  Doing a story.  Are you staying with a local family in town?   
 
MINJEE LEE:  Yeah. 
 
Q.  The Clarks?   
 
MINJEE LEE:  Yeah. 
 
Q.  I'm friends with them.  How did you start that?   
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MINJEE LEE:  It’s just through the LPGA.   
 
Q.  Does that help you being able to be more at home or be in a more "normal" 
situation when you come into a tournament?  Do you do that at all your 
tournaments?   
 
MINJEE LEE:  Yeah, I do it quite a lot.  I enjoy being with a family.  I know some other 
girls like to and some other girls don't so, yeah, it's just what you prefer and what suits 
you.   
 
Q.  Do you do that with your mom, too?   
 
MINJEE LEE:  Yeah.   
 
Q.  When you're doing that with a family, do they follow you year-round?  Do they 
get to follow a relationship with you or watch how you are doing, especially as 
well as you have done this last year?   
 
MINJEE LEE:  Yeah, they become your fans, so it's nice to have them.   
 
Q.  Like a support group?   
 
MINJEE LEE:  Sort of like a fan group, support group, yeah.   
 
Q.  Do you feel like this tournament has been different with the different 
conditions, maybe 30 people could wake up tomorrow and feel like they've got a 
shot at this?   
 
MINJEE LEE:  Yeah.  I mean, every tournament you feel -- you wake up and you feel 
like you can win it.  It's not any different, but obviously it's a little cooler because it's 
early in the year.   
 
Q.  How do you feel about your game right now?  Obviously 7 under is a really, 
really good number, but seems like everybody is talking about hitting their marks, 
and basically hitting tee-to-green is kind of the key here this week?   
 
MINJEE LEE:  Yeah, there is so much wind and so much undulation on the fairways, 
and you've just got to hit it in, I guess, the right spot so you get the right bounce.  Yeah, 
things like that.  So just playing the wind and maybe not fighting it, yeah, not fighting it 
and staying patient on the greens, just taking advantage of your opportunities.   
 
Q.  What adjustments did you make in round two?   
 
MINJEE LEE:  Not much.  Obviously the wind was a little bit different but, yeah, just -- I 
think I had a couple longer clubs in, so obviously adjust to that when you get the 
yardage.  That's about it.  
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